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-rtSt a single- J101-GE-100 engine (rated ,thrust of.. 14,295 lb), 
The bas ic point-design layout was made ·at II size of 13 000 
lb, and design data were also generated for a 10,000 lb and 
a 16 ,800 lb version. This provided a T/W ·variation of 1.43 
1.10 _and 0.85 

(u) the. results show that no airplane size. within the con-
straints of the ,design objective can be made ~o perform the 
design mission when using only one of these small engines • 
.At _the smaller sizes 10,000 and 13,000 lb) the basic prob -
lem is simply insufficient fuel A• the size is increased 
"to achieve higher fuel fractions the combat fuel. allowance 
required increases disproportionately because of the re-
duced 'T/W. Finally, at about 18,500 1b there is insuffi 
cient thrust ·to perform the acceleration requirement·. of the. 
mission. Technical data for this concept are presented in 
Section 4. 4. 

. 23 Large TWIN-ENGINE' CONCEPT 
(501A/Jl01--GE-100)_ 

--{st-- . The 501.A aircraft Concept 3) is a. single-place, twin;., 
engine fixed-wing design:· that- utilizes J101-GE-100 engines 
and as many of the design features of the single-engine 88th 
concepts as possible that are consistent with good· twin FOIA{ 
engine design {Figures 2.3-1 and 2.3-2) .. The gross weight ~~r:i~~~J- FOIA 
of the initial design is 19,000 lb Growth data for final 
sizing are also established by use of design gross weights 1.4. .. 
of 16,800 22,000,· and 24000 lb resulting in a T/W varia- (a)(g) 
tion of 1.7 to 1.2 rated thrustis 14,295 lb per engine 

-ESt- the aircraft when sized to perform the LRASM (750 
n.mi -requires a gross weight of 22,680 lb, resulting in a 
T./W of 1..26. The LRASMrequires two450-gal external fuel. 
tanks for the outbound portion ·of the, mission. The LSRASM 
capability (no external fµ~l tanks) has a radius of 2.44. n.mi 
The Ferry mission capability when carrying .a reasonable 
upper lil!iit of :external fuel (two 600-gal and one 150-gal 
tanks) is only 2166 n mi .with tanks retained Summary 
mission capabilities of the ·22, 680-lb twin-engine aircraft 
are tabulated_ below. Detailed design, performance aero 
dynamics t handling qualities I weight , and. propulsion data 
are _pr~!iented presented_}].section 
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CONFIGURATION 501A 

•Gross weight 22,680 lbs
W/S _________--@ psf 

T/W . .. 1.26 
• Overall 52'5 
·•Span____ 35'0 
• Overal Iheight-------13:'5" 

• 
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501A Mission ..Summary 
22, 600~ lb A/P).. . 

Range M.8 8MI 2 Acce1.· Time 
Mission (n.mi) . .(deg/sec} (deg/sec) · (sec) 

t.RASM 750 9,.5 6,9. 51.4 
SRASM 2.44 10,5· 7,6 46.1 
Ferry. 

Silhouettes of the 22,680-lb version of 501A are super
imposed .on equal-scale/outlines of ·the- F~4 and .MIG_.21 air 
craft in Figure 2.3-3 and 2,3.-4 .to .show relative sizes 

.2 .4 0,4• taper ratio wing ON 401B 

"'i5:r The Concept l aircraft the large single-engine 401B 
concept was also 'designed· with acontract-specified wing 
geometry wing loading of 60..ps f · aspect t; rat io of 3.•0. taper 
ratio of 0.4 thickness/chord-ratio o.f• 4 ·percent fixed · 
leading-edge sweep of .35 degrees ·straight leading and trail 
ing edges, and· manually selectable single-hinge leading-edge 
high-lift devices, This wing differs from the selected wing 
used. on the Concept 2, and .3 designs in two respects:· 
tape; ratio of 0,4 versus .0.20', .and...squared-·rather than 
rounded ·wing tips. 

(S)if the wing t/c is a ccnstant 4 percent the configura 
tion when sized for a 16,800 lb airplane .haa a dry-weight 
penalty of 270 lb as compared to the concept l 401B T.his 
is primarily due- to taper ratio. However becauseof ·the 
higher taper. ratio a tapered t/c can be utilized 'to· mini 
mize the weight penalty; therefore _the wing was redefined 
to have ·a 'tip·· t/c of 2.5 percent and an inboard t/c (at
beginning -of thickened wing root) of 4.84 percent, which 
results· in an exposed RMS t/c of· 4. 0 percent. This . change 
reduces the dry-weight penalty from 270 lb to 1191[J 

-Es+- Whensized to meet the LRASMthis airplane has a gross 
weight of 17,735 ¼9 Summary capabilities at thismission 
weight ar:e tabulated below. Detailed technical data are 
presented in Section 6, 
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401B ,1 ,4, MISSION SUMMARY 
17,735-lb A/P). 

• 
Range · .Radius OM 8 JM..-1.2 Accel, time 

Mission {n mi (n mi (deg/sec) deg/sec · (sec) 

LRASM 750 .8.0· 38.6
SRASM 244 8.7 35.2 
Ferry 2478 . 

2·•.5. Supercritical. . . WlNG STUDY ON 401B... 

(U) Effective utilization of the supercritical airfoil is 
attained only. through prop.er selection of the wing platform 
Merely to replace _the biconvex airfoil with a supercritical 
airfoil on. the concept 1. platform is ·not sufficient .For 
example, a blunt~nosed airfoil on the :Concept 1 platform is 
expected t:o have high wave drag that can be considerably re-
duced by· increasing the wing sweep. Also, since the payoff· 
of a supercritical airfoil is proportional to t/c 1 · .a alight.
ly· higher thickness .o.f 6 percent was choosen to. provide a 
useful supercritical payoff. . 

The planform selec•tion was made non-arbitrary by .per
forming -an abbreviated parametric study The planform para-
.meters. investigated were wing sweep wing_. loading, and ·· 
aspect- ratio•. The effects of weight ·as well _as aerodynamics 
were considered, From· a weight ·standpoint .the thicker wing 
a,long_ with the elimination of leading-edge ·flaps provides a· 
weight savings that c.an be translated into higher sweep • 
higher aspect ratioratio, .or lower wing loading The basis for
comparison in the planform study was two representative
maneuverability parameters: maximum. sustained load factor 
between Mach o·.a. and 1.2 at 30,000 ft, and energy rate :at 
Mach0.9/10,000 ft/lg . 

. The results of the parametric study reveal that: ·no· 
single planform will be best for ·all. flight conditions andand

(S)

the fiual selected planform must necessarily be a compromise • 
Two planforms were selected for detailed analysis and mission 
performance one favoring sustained turn .rates and .one favor 
ing acceleration capabillity Both have a leading-edge ·sweep·. 
of 45 degrees wing: loading of 60. pse and thickness/chord 
ratio .of 6 percent The selected ·aspect ratios were 3 0 and 
3.75€ based on span of the average tip chord (or .aspect ratios 
of 3.2 and 4 0 based on overall span where the tip: is rounded 
in such -a way as to hold constant wing_area · 
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The SRASM-radius objective was more critical than that 
of the LRASM and was therefore chosen as the arizingcriterion 

The higher-aspect-ratio wing requires .a gross weight of 
17,115lb (coincidentally the same as the basic. 40IB}, The 
lower-aspect ratio wing requires a gross weight of 16.,640 lb • 
summary mission capabilities are tabulated below 

401 S/C AR 3, 75 MISSION 51):MMARY
17 115-lb A/P) 

:, 

Range Radius PM-8 M 1.2 Accel. Time 
Mission (n.ml} (n.mi) (deg/sec) (deg/sec) (sec) 

LRASM 794 11.0 7.6 62 .6 
SRASM 22.5 11.7 8.3 57.2 
Ferry 3252 - ·• 

401 S/C AR 3.0 MissionSummarySUMMARY 
16,640-lb A/P). 

Range Radius M=8 M=1.2 Accel, Time 
Mission (n.mi) (n.mi) deg/sec deg/sec (sec) 

LRASM 767 10.6 7.5 55.8 
SRASM .225 11.4 8.2 51.1 
Ferry 3571 

(S) The general conclusions from these data are that super-. 
critical airfoils when used on. fixed-wing supersonic air 
planes can be utilized to provide. approximately 10-perceot 
higher Mach. 9,8 .sustained turn rates but at the expense of 
reduced supersonic capability (10 - percent lower Mach 1.2 
sustained turn rate, and 70-percent. or 25-second higher 
acceleration time from Mach 0.9 to. 1.5) However, for 
speeds closer to the critical region such as Mach 0.9 the 
sustained turn rate advantage become larger (13 percent 
over t:he Concept 1) and significant improvements ln buffet 
limits are attained in the critical · region, A side payof~ 
of the supercritical wing designs is greatly improved ferry 
range A side penalty of the supercritical wing designs is 
greatly reduced maximum speeds (from Mach 2.2 to 1.8) De~ 
tailed design data and performance handling qualities, and 
weight .data for the supercritical wing study are presented 
in ·Section 2ZJ. · . 
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(U) Through additional configuration shaping and develop-
ment of thin-wing supercritical design it is believed that 
the supersonic penalties can ·be reduced .Such .studies were 
not . possible within the scope of .this study, 

· 2 .6. COMPOSITE MATERIAL STUDY ON .401,B 

--f;&t- A matrix of wing design variables were evaluated to 
determine whether the weight reductions •attained through the 
use of composite materials should. be used for increased 
aspect ratio reduced.wing loading reduced aircraft size 
higher T./W), or a. combination of the three to maximize the 
maneuver capabilities. The matrix ·:of· variables .evaluated 
were (1) aspect ratios of 3,. 4, 5, and 6.; (2) wing load.
ings of 45 50, 55 and, 60 psf; and (3) gross weights of 
15,600 16,800, and 18,000 .lb, with corresponding thrust/ 
weight ratios of 1.5 44, and 1,3 when µsing the fixed 
size F100-PW-100 engine., This matrix of variables wa11 
evaluated for four levels of composite usage: (i) none all 
aluminum (2) composite wing (3) composite wing, tails, 
and duct, and (4) all composite. . . 

(S).For each level of composite ·usage and for each combing 
tion of aspect ratio ·and· wing loading the aircraft wM sized 
to perform the 750 n.mi-radius LRASM Two types ·of energy 
maneuverability were.selected to show Che ,payoff of composite 
usage (1) sustained turn rate at Mach 0.8 and 30,000 ft aa 
being representative of a h~g~-lHt turning condition and 

accderatioo time from Mach 0.9 to 1.5 at30,000 ft.: as 
being representative of .a low-lift accelerating capability 88th ABM 
or energy rate .The Mach. 0'.8 turn rate then .plotted FOIA (B)(1)') 
versus,acceleration time for.. the matrix of AR and W/S to E O 13521 b3 (t:>-) 
establish the maximum capabilities ·for each level of com (4) · C · · 

usage . •• • ~ 
. , l, ,L "i·)~ composite trade st:udy resuLts along with backup · 

data ·.are presented in section 8., ,As an ' example •.if it :is 
desired to utilize .all of the benefits of composites to in-
crense subsonic turning capability within constraints of • 
~q.u.aJ equal capability and..equal mission radius) 

airplane sustained turn -rates at mach O.8.'can be increased 
over a.n aluminum airplane by 12 percent with a composite 
wing .or 36 percent wit:h maximum composite usage energy 
maneuverability plots, including maximum maneuver diagrams 
for various selected combinations of variables are needed· 
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to allow compa.risons over the whole maneuvering flight 
spectrum before the optimum combinations of variables can 
be selected. 

INLET TRADE STUDY ON 401B 

Four inlet designs were evaluated during the study to 
assess tne payoff and penalties associated with inlet sophi. 
trication The inlet configurations selected and evaluated 
are: 

Design Capture Area Variable 
. A (in.2)MachInlet Geometry Bypass 

-

(1) Open'-nose 1.6 740 ijo No 
401B basic 

(2) Half-axisym 2.0 ·1020 No Yes 
metric, fixed 
spike 

(3) Half-axisym- 2 • .2 890 Yes· No 
metric • vari-
able-diameter 

(4) Two-dimen- 2.2 840 Yes No 
aional, vari-
able-ramp 

(U) The inlet designs were. evaluated against Concept l as .,;;;,;, 
the basic vehicle,. Each inlet was incorporated into the 
401B airframe and lines were generated in sufficient .detail 
to determine aircraft cross-sectional and. wetted-area 
changes structural and control system weights, lnlet 
pressure recoveries and draga 

(S) A performance comparison in terms LRASM radius·, aircraft 
gross weight required to .achieve a 750-n.mi radius,' mi ssion 

·maneuver capability, supersonic Pg, and Mach 2 .2 ceiling was 
made between each in let configuration. The variable-geometry 
inlets have significantly better performance above Mach 1.6 
as expected, but with a significant degradation in mission 
radius which .requires reas ing the aircraft size. · for , 
example,the 2-0 variable-ramp-inlet airplane achieves 136 

n. mi less mission radius, which requires resizing to 17,790 .
lb from the basic 17,115-lb airplane :At speeds less than 
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(s) 1.2, the aircraft with .the basic open-nose inlet has 
maneuver capabilities slightLy better than aircraft with any 

·of .the alternate in lets This is a result primarily of: the 
4 percent higher TlW of the smaller airplane size, (U) 

(U). ·The fixed-spike inlet with bypass was not competitive 
with the variable geometry inlets in terms .of either energy 
maneuverabili li ty or mis s ion radius. • · · 

(U) Configuration layouts, performance comparisons and 
supporting data are presented in section 9., 

1.8 .OTHER TRADES AND CONSIDERATIONS 

(s)The various tradeoff effects established during the. 
course .of the stu.dy. are presented in Sec tion 10 .. Someof 
the summary results are listed below in .terms of aircraft 
size required to• perform .the 750-n.mi mission 

Gross· Weight lb)Trade. 

Concept :l (40.lB) 17 .• 115 

Addition. of· tail hook 17,320 

Self sealing ·of 100% fuel rather 
thanonly fuselaga ·.fuel 17277 

increasing design load factor from 
6.5g to 8·.0g at 80% fuel · 17,693 

Increasing design load factor from 
6.5g ·to .8,0g at. constant nw 17, 191 
increasing landing R/S from 10 fps 
to 15 fps (fuselage structure only) 17,196 

Applying. 1.05factor to fuel flows 17 ,520: 

Applying 1.05 factor to fuel flows 18,075 
and adding 5% ·fuel reserve 
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2 ..9- ENERGY Maneuverability Plots 

One of the purposes of this study is. to provide data. for 
.use. in validating the integration of Col. J. R Boyd s · . 
advanced energy-maneuverability Theory with tradeoff analyses. 
The me thods used with, Col, Boyd'ss theory _for displaying and 
comparing the capabilities of different design concepts are. 
described in Armament Memorandum Report 7:J; 2,* examples of 
.t,he. energy maneuverability plots generated by Convair µnder· 
this s tudy are- presented .in Figure 2. 9-1 through 2.9- 3. These 
data. are for Configuration 401B ·-the- single-engine. concept 
with the Fl00.-PW~l0O engine ·and having a mission weight of 
17,115 lb .

(S) The combat arena plot (figure 2 ,9. - 1) displays the region 
of· the ·flight; ·envelope for various types- of maximum maneuver· 
capabilities·: 

1.. The. top line .is the basic 1-g ceiling 

I· 
2.. Tne quickest/tightest turn line is the highest 

altitude for· limit load factor (i.e., the 
corner velocity of v-n diagrams To the 
left of this line, maximum turn rates- are aero 
dynamically limited to the right structurally 
limited . 

.3. The top line of the Maximum Maneuver Corridor 
is.. the Best Energy climb path for the- maximum 
l-g energy rate (1s) for each level of energy
(Eg) 

4. the bottom line· of· the Maximum Maneuver corri-
dor is the.. maximumenergy rate for each level 
of an ergy while turning at astructural limit
load ·factor, 

5, Iha The maneuver corridor is the regionof
maximum turn rate for any energy rate. or the. 
maximum energy rate: for any turn rate 

*Boyd,- J·, R,; Cal. USAF·• Christie T. P., and Drabant "R•; E., 
Capt. I USAF~ Maximum Maneuver· Concept: f Armament -Memorandum, 
Report 71-2., August 1971• . 
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The maximum sustained maneuver region is identi• 
fied by the contour line of ·zero -energy rate 
at limit·· load factor, 

7, The zero-energy-rate (P., 0) line for maximum 
excess L/D· bounds :the transient maneuver :region. 
where the. most efficient turns may be. sustained 
Manevering combat outside .this region will most 
likely "be hit-and~run attacks These data show 
the configuration 401B to have efficient maneu 
vering ·capability- up to the upperlimits of the 
anticipated air-to-air combat region (Mach 1. 6). 

(U) The Maximum Maneuver Diagrams Figures 2. 9-2 and 2.9.3 ----------- -------
for configuration 401B,display dateof the same type - one· 
displaying turn rate versus energylevel (Eg) with energy-
rate contours the· other displaying energy rate versus 
energy level with turn-rate contours _As shown in Figure 
2.. 9-2., the quickest/tightest turn boundary h the top line 
The Mach/altitude combination for- this boundary at cy eaergy 
·level can be obtained from Flgure· 2.9-l. Energy rates_ asso 
ciated with the BJS.t Energy Climb_ are located on. the longi 
tudinal. axis . The energy-rate (Ps) contours represent the . 
maximum-energy rate for any turn rate available. for any 
energy-rate/energy-level combination. 
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Horizontal Atti Tude 
NOrE: 50% Fuel 

Mission Payload 

••· 
.U 211 

co:Sec. 
.-t.!> . . 

. 
·O. 

ENERGY RATE 
P.5 FT/SEC 

--400 
. . 

I· 

•. 

Quickest/Tightest ·roittf 

--· · 40 60 80 ·-· 100 

ENERGY LEVEL Cti-tO!JS~NO.S. Of FEET) 

(S)Figure ._2. 9•,2. Configuration -401B Max. Maneuver Diagram
Turn Rate vs Energy level (U) 
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MAX MANEUVER Diagram DC.1 Max PWR horizontal attitudeISOO .. . . 
. . Note: 50% Fuel 

""' 

' 

0 

-240D 

quickest/tightest TURN 

Mission Payload 

Turn Rate 
(sec) 

'. I 

I 
. . 

·. 

4800 O ·20 40. 60 80 100 

Energy LEVEL Thousands OF "FEET~ 

-'!il'Figure 2.9-3 configuration401B MaxManeuver-Diagram 
- Energy Rate vs· Energy Level -(U) ___, 
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SECTION 3 

LARGE S I N ·G L E. - E:· N· .G I. N ·E c·· o·N ·c E P T 
. 401B/F100-PW-100) 

3. 1 VEHICLE DESIGN 

(U) ln this .subsection, a description is presented of the 
large ·single-engine concept a brief explanation is •given:
of the overall configuration rationale and ··the configuration 
tion growth data that· we.re generated to provide t.he basics 
for s tructure aerodynamic and performance analyses re
quired to size the vehicle .are summarized•. 

3•. 1. l vehicle description 

(S) . The large single-engine fighter concept concept 1) 
has been designated Configuration 401B•. ,The general arrange 
ment of the point design aircraft 'a. vehicle .with .a 17,115-
lb mission. weight is presented in figure 3, 1-1 The basic 
lines inboard profile, and general arrangement of the 
401B-type vehicle at a mission weight of 16,800 lb are 
shown in figures ·3.• 1-2 -3,. a\14 -4, respectively; This 
vehicle size was initially developed and used as a data 
point "in generating the. growth data which formed the basis 
·:for sizing the final point-design aircraft The data 
sheets on which the basic geometry characteristics area 
distribution, etc~, are defined for Configuration 401B (at 
16,800 lb.) are presented along with the growth data in 
Subsection . 3.11.3.,

' 
2. · 

. . . 

(S) Configuration 401B. is :a small high-performance · fighter· with a wing loading of 60 psf and a. thrust-to-weight ratio 
of 1.37 (uninstalled). The basic features of the configura 
ration arrangement are summarized in Figure 3.1.5 · · 

Four major elements comprise the ·401B configuration 
(l) the fuselage, (2) t"!Ja wing, (3) the empennage and (4) 
the landing gear, These components are- described briefly 
in the following subsections .along with a description of 
the external stores capability of the airplane., 

(U) 3 l, l.1 fuselage: 

The fuselage' of 401B contains the cockpit equipment 
bay··, armament, fuel tanks, and propulsion system.
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ti) The cockpit is arranged to provide excellent visibility 

with special consideration given to the. avoidance, where 
practical of features which tend to restrict vision such 
as seats, .inlet ducts ,. wing, etc. The following basic 
Vision limits apply on 401B.: ·I 

1. 15° down vision over the nose (o0 · azimuth) 

2. .40° down vision_ over the side (90° azmuth) 

3. o0 down vision. aft (180° azimuth). 

(U) The canopy consists of a one piece. transparent bubble· 
with full vision capability (no bowframe vision obstruction .• 
The ·canopy is hinged about the right€hand side and is manu 
ally operated for normal ingress and .egress canopy jetti 
son for pilot ejection .is accomplished by a thruster which 
rotates the canopy .and frame about a hinge ..at the aft end 
as in most coventional fighter aircraft A head-up .dis~ 
play utilizes a thick transparent shield that· provides 
blast protection for the pilot upon canopy ejection. A 
"snapshoot" sight is integrated with the. head•up· display~ 
Configuration 401B employs the' "Yankee 705 seat which 
provides ·a simple, lightweight escape system, The cockpit 
dimensions· are held to .a. minimum to provide a· crew ·Station 
envelope. which is ··adequate without compromising cockpit · 
visibility. The. cockpit is pressurized and .no provision 
is made for a pressure ·:,ure sui.t. 

. Equipment compartments are located forward .and aft of 
the crew station, The forward (nose) bay contains ·tne· 
range radar navigation, and communicationsequipment in 
compartments which are accessible through hinged· panels 
located at eye level ..for ease of .maintenance ... · ?ne upper 
portion of. the nose compartment contains the inflight re 
fueling: receptacle which is compatible with the USAF· 
flying Boom'.': tanker· refueling system. The aft equipment 
bay is divided .into .two sections. T~ The section 
provides .space .for the environmental control system, the 
sight: ·and .weapon control units and miscellaneous .equip-
ment, ,The aft section houses the ammunition drums for two 
20mm cannons, 

(S) ··The basic armament consists- of two ,20mm cannons ·.and 
twoAIM-9X missiles. 'A single-barrel 20mm cannon is located 
on either .side of the forward fuselage -in 'the glove· section 
of the body. The guns are situated aft and above the 
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(S)inlet the muzzleengine to preclude any adverse effect from 
blast. Access · to the guns· for loading.and maintenance is 
provided through hinged fuselage panels at shoulder level, 

·within easy ·reach by ground personnel. 

(U) Fuel is contained in thre~. three a forward fuselage 
tank and wing root tanks, located on either side of the 
engine in the thickened rQ.Ot· section where. the wing 
blends into the fuselage. The forward tank is located 
above and below the inlet duct between r:he aft equipment 
bay ·and the engine firewall bulkhead. 

(U) 'The fuselage tank is of ;the self-sesling bladder type 
and is so :arranged that the engine fuel 'supply is taken 
from· the lower section check valves are provided 1n the 
interconnect lines to ensure a full tankfor all flight · 
conditions This portion of' thetank also contains the 
single point ground refuel receptacle, which is within 
easy reach of ground personnel · 

(S)The power plant ·for Configuration ·40lB is a single 
Pratt & Whitney Aiirciraft JTF22A-27 engine USAF designation 

·F100-PW€100) with a rated thrust of 23,471rpourad·s on maxi-
mum -power.. Engine accessories· are mounted on the engine.• 
and engine-driven aircraft accessories are airframe 

.mounted.- in t;he lower fuselage forward of the firewall bulk
head. A' power take-off from :the engine drives .these 
accessories and is· disconnected for. engine · removal. .The.. 
engine is removed by sliding the unit aft along rails The 
lower .fuselage in the region aft: of the ·rear: spar bulkhead 
ls hinged to allow, for engine installation :and removal., 
primary air for the engine -is :supplied througha duct 
from_ an elliptically shaped, fixed, normal-shock inlet 
which is located benea.th the crew station region of the 
forward· fuselage-. The inlet is positioned slightly away 
from the fusslage -by a diverter that: allows boundary layer
air to be plowed off A portion of this air is taken on-
board by ·an inlet in the diverter leading _edge to supply. 
air for · the environmentalcontrol system The inlet lip 
is also shaped i;i profile in a manner designed to provide 
proper control of the inlet shock system throughout the 
operational envelope 88th ABW/1 

--w- 3.1,1.2 wins FOIA l 
40.lB is .a fixed-, mid-wing airplanewith ;~~':)~,~;j,.1/ 

a wing loading of 6Q psf, an· aspect ratio of 3.00, a caper ·~',t, 
9 · 
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ratio of 0.20 and t leading-edge sweep ,of 35.0 degrees. 
The wing tip is rounded in a manner tha.t maintains constant 
wing area 280 sq·. ft for the 16,800-lb design) and ·results 
in an aspect ratio of 3.2 the wing employs a- 4•percent 
biconvex •airfoil with leading and trailing-edge flaps 
lhe·. full-span leading edge both duringedge. flap is utilized 
landing and .in maneuvering flight to provide the particular 
lift-drag characteristics required of chase· two portions 
of the operating envelope For maneuvering flight I the 
leading-edge flap is a manually operated, ·three .position,. 
flap, Amaximum setting of 25 degrees (leading edge down 
·is provided for the landing configuration The outboard 
trailing-edge control· surface is a.. flaperon which provides 
for both the roll control ·and· landing flap functions·. A 
simple flap is also provided on the inboard section to 
provide -lift augmentation for landing operations 

Four hardpoints are provided on •.the wing for external l 
stores The: external stores capability is described in 
subsection ·3.. 1.1.55. 

(U} As described in the previous subsection the wing 
employs ·a thickened root section that blends into the 
fuselage centerbody For the· most ·part this root section 
containsthe aft fuel tanks, These wing-.root tanks are of 
of the integral type ·and· are located outboard of the engine 
compartment so that a double-wall section is provided .to 
separate the fuel ·and. engine compartments 

(U) Wing structural loads are distributed into the .fuselage 
through four. major spar bulkheads that. are continuous 
around the fu.selage~ 

(U) 3. i. 1.3 Empennage 

Configuration 401B utilizes twin vertical tails and 
ventral fins with and all movable horizontal tail 
arrangement The. horizontal and vertical tails are 
.staggered longitudinally with respect to each other to 
·provide ,a. favorable area distribution effect and to gain 
maximum permissible tail. moment arms · 

(U) the -vertical ta.il surface planform bas a leading 
edge sweep of 45 degrees an aspect ratio of 1.33 and a· 
taper ratio .of 0.40 Each tall has a .Planform area _.of 
22. 12 ft2 for a total of· 44 24 ft~ per airplane. ·The 
rudder comprises ·the-' af.t. 25 percent tail chord on each 
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(U) surface. The vertical surfaces are canted 7 degrees ·out• 
board to provide separation between them and ·to allow a 
proper relationship with- the vortex which emanates from 
the wing-fuselage intersection at .the wing leading edge 

·The vertical tails are -located at the outer extremely of 
the· aft outer body extension, 

(U) ventral fins located immediately beneath the .upper 
vertical tails, also. have .a leading-edge sweep .of 45 de• 
grees The- exposed .ventral fin aspect ratio is 0.37 and 
the taper ratio is 0.60 

·The horizontal rail is an all-movable control surface: 
which provides trim -and pitch control for .the- airplane 
For tail sizing purposes the surface is defined with a 
leading-edge sweep of 35 degrees an aspect ratio of 3.00 
and a taper ratio of 0.20. The portion of the horizontal 
tail out_board of the vertical tail. has a negative dihedral 
angle of 7 degrees to maximumallow vertical separation 
distance between the wing and horizontal surface chord 
planes • .This. separation is important in the design of an 
airplane to provide linear. pitch, characteristics The aft 
portion of the fuselage- outer.--body extension forms the in.. 
board section of the horizontal tail. This feature allows 
for ·a maximum effective momentarm and-, thus a minimum 
surface-area requirement The forward portion of· the 
horizontal tail pivots about Fuselage $t:.a.t-ion 502 and fits 
'flush .alongside. the outer surface of the -vertical tail 
and ventral s.o that clean lines ·are' maintained· as- the tati 
rotates through its deflection envelope thus insuring · · · 
good airflow over the surfaces under these conditions 

(U) .3. 1.-1. 4 landing Gear 

configuration 401B utilize a conventional tricycle
landiqg gear arrangement, the main gearemploys ·a_ si,tlgle
tire configuration which retracts up and forward into the 
wing ro.ot section just ahead of the front spar ·bulkhead-. 
The· wheels rotate approximately 90 degrees during_ the 
retraction sequence- to ·fit flush within thewheel well 
when the gear is _in the retracted position :the'. struts 
are housed 41- the lower root fairing beneath the primary 
wing structure · The riose gear retracts up and forward. 
into the lower fuselage section just afr: .of_ the engine in 
let~ The strut is compressed ·and· the nose wheel is a,lso 
rotated 90 degrees upon retraction to allow the nose gear 
to be stowed in. the nose, wheelwell 
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(S) 3.'.l. 1 1.5 ·External stores 

capability is Provided at the wing inboard. hardpoints 
.for· pylons to accomodate two •external fuel .tanks up :to a 
maximum of 600 gallonslon.s each ferry mission , capability 
at these hardpoints is also provided to carry two nuclear 
weapons· As an alternate. The wing outboard hardpoints 
.are designed to accomodatethe basic missile c.omplement. 
of two AIM€9X weapons Each outboard hardpoint is also 
capable of accommodating two AIM-9X weapons f.or a maximum 
·of four missiles per airplane.. selected arrangements of 
the external stores capabilities ·are shown in figures 
3·~..1--6, ·7 1 and -8, An alternate approach for carrying 
four AlM-9X:. missiles atong with the .twi;, basic 300-gallon 
wing-mounted. fuel. ranks is shown in Figure 3. .• 1-9 ·. 

3. 1.2 Overall, design Rationale 

(U} -The overall design rationale _for conftguration 401B 
is described in. the followingparagraphs details of the 
rationale .for· selected s.pec.:lfi~ features such as wing, 
inlet etc are. covered .. in the subsequent sections of 
this report The distinguishing features of configuration 
401Bs as outlined in figure 3.1-10, are 

1. forward engine location 

2. mid-wing 

3. Outer blended body 

4. Twin. vertical tails 

5,. under-fuselage 'inlet. location 

6. Bubble canopy 

(U) . results of design studies conducted prior to the con• 
tractural period. indicated that for all configurations 
it was necessary to place the engine as far forward with 
rttspect· t:o the wing as possible in order tp provide appropri 
ate balance characteristics and .still maintain ·a reasonable 
tail· ·moment arm. This situation results primarily from 
the nature of the dry-weight distribution 'inherent in this 
particular typeof airplane (i.e., the dry weight .forward 
consists primarily of crew station.and armament since 
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virtually no avionics systems are ,required). The combina
tion of this la,;;k of weight in the nose and the resultant 
engine/wing relationship leads to the. conclusion that 
some kind: of overhang beyond the engine nozzle is necessary 
so as to achieve .a satisfactory balance arrangement. 

The- three basic approaches· that can be. employed to 
provide _such an overhang arrangement are 

l, ..sing le fuselage extension above the nozzle 

2. single fuselage extension below the nozzle. 

3. Twin fuselage extensions on either side ·of the 
nozzle. 

(U) Approach l lends itself best to single vertical tail 
designs. the- over-the-nozzle body extension also can incor 
porate cross-section shape variations anywhere from circular 
or elliptical to .a -wide-shelf· arrangement and thus can also 
be adapted for twin vertical tail arrangements Approach 
2 has .the· potential for allowing increased horizontal arms 
however . the vertical tail arm would still be: limited by 
the nozzle and it would require a single vertical tail con 
cept:._ In this· case :the horizontal tail ground clearance 
envelope at takeoff· and landing would impose a· cons traint 
having considerable effect on. gear length (i.e.; -weight). 
In addition the· lower-shelf structure ·would tend to make 
engine removal provisionscomplex or vice· versa. Approach 
3. allows the cleanest aft-end design in terms of providing 
a .. favorable flow field around the engine nozzle. This 
arrangement also has the capability to allow vertical 

separation between the wing and horizontal tail. such a. 
relationship has been shown by. test and experience to be 
necessary to achieve the best· handling qualities Of the 
three approaches considered concerning fuselage overhang 
extension the third_ approach offers the best arrangement. 

•The selection of such an overhang_ concept with the 
horizontal tails mounted on side fuselage extensions re 
quires. that these extension elements be faired forward 
making a mid-wing concept most logical. To make a. mid-
wing concept 'feasible (since loads must be carried around 
tlie engine and duct ·through bulkheads theremust be 
.significant·. root thickening to allow a favorable structural 
load distribution from .the wing to the fuselage .A think 
wing wing_ root thus affords a natural situation for fairing 
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(U) the contour aft into the outer body to which the horizontal 
tail is. attached. likewise, the thickened root, if incor-
porated I must be: faired forward either in the form of a 
thick glove or a wide blended fuselage, 

(U) The incorporation of ,the outer-body concept with its 
attendant wing ·root: thickening forwardblended fuselage 
(or glove •.and aft fuselage extensions thus provides many 
advantages· from the standpoint of equipment arrangement. 
For example t;he mid-wing concept allows a reasonably . 
·short landing· gear that can be retracted into· the thickened 
wing root region just forward of the: front spar bulkhead. . 
Theretraction envelope traced ·by this arrangement allows 
the ·lower fuselage and a considerable portion: of the wing 
to befree for ·the accommodation of external stores•. The 
forward blended body (or glove) contributes a cross-sect 
ional area. fill at ·a region which enhances ··the transonic 
aerodynamic characteristics of the configuration It also 

·provides an ideal location for the two20mm guns~ the gun 
-muzzles are· thus positioned aft: and above the inlet to· pre 
clude inlet: .ingestion· problems accessibility to .the gun 
compartments is at shoulder level, whichaffords an excellent 
arrangement for loading and maintenance operations The ·I 
aft portion of tbe outer body provides space for aft 
located fuel to balance that of the forward fuselagetanks, 
This distribution arrangementis-necessary to minimize 
e.g. shift during_ fuel burn .thus,. proper e.g. control .can 
be maintained with a minimum of :trim. At the same time, 
this arrangement eliminates the need for the incorporation 
of ·self€sealing proviations in this portion .of the fuel 
tankage. The aft portion of the outer .body provides an 
ideal ·space for .tail actuators (rudder and stabilizer in 
.that it affords sufficient volume and excellent accessi 
bility 

A_ configuration -with after body extensions· on either. 
side of the fuselage also lends itself .quite readily .to 
the twin-vertical tail concept, The adaptation 0£ this 
tail arrangement geometry on Configuration 401B provides
several primary 'advantages, First, it allows .a reasonable 
tail moment armand acts in concert with the after bodies 
to allow a clean flow field- around the engine nozzle The 
outboard placement enhances tail affectiveness at high 
angles of attack. since .the .tails are· essentially not 
blanked out by t.he fuselage forebody as a.. centerline tail 
would be. The outboard location also provides .a relation 
:ship with !:be atleron. which enhances neutral aileronyaw· 
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(U) characteristic for the airplane a highly desirable feature 
for an aircraft requiring good handling qualities. -The 88th ABWIP 
outward cant ,of the vertical tails on 401B provides maximuin.- FOIA (b)(1) 
separation between the twosurfaces and positions them E.O. 't 3.3 

In relation to the wing/fuselage vortex flow, ( ( r, 
· Redundance and inherent I.R. shielding.capability are also 

features which accrue from the· twin vertical tail and · 
matching ventrals.) . Sec 

(S) inlet location, below the forward fuselage was 
selected to. provide the most favorable flow field for the 
engine air supply. This placement provides the best inlet 
performance at high angles of Attack and yaw;- which is o.f 
paramount importance for a highly maneuverable -fighter, :A 
fixed-geometry inlet is employed to give the best .perfor"' 
mance in the combat .arena (Mach 0..6 to .1,6) for the .utmost 
in simplicity reliability. and light weight, The. aft .lo
cation minimizes duct length (i.e,. weight and allows a 
fuselage · forebody shape that enhances the directional 
stability of the configuration. J 

(U) A one-piece transparent bubble canopy with full vision 
capability- (no bcw€frame vision obstruction is utilized on 
configuration 401B. Thi$ feature allows 'excellent pilot 
vision which is so absolutely necessary for .a highly maneu 
verable air-superiority fighter. · 

3. 1. 3 configuration Growth Data 

Configuration 401B was developed and sized originally 
on the basis of preliminary growthstudies conducted some 
time prior to the initiation of the contractual effort. 
A number of minor modifications to various elements of 
the configuration were made .during the time between the 
development of the growth study data and the final comple
tion of. the configuration. In order ·to ensure that the 
selected single•engine concept sizing was still valid a 
new growth curve was generated.around 401B, 

(U) The approach utilized to develop the configuration 
size variations is outlined below, Abo the basic para-
metric configuration design data generated to support the 
structure, aerodynamic, andpefromance analysis are summarrized . .. 

so 
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"iSr 3 1. 3, l Aircraft Sizing Approach 

Mission weight of tlle 401B conftguration ·was. established 
at 16,800 pounds ,during 1:he beginnings of the contractual 
e·J:'.fort,. The verification study was conducted by examining 
a gross-weight range-extending 1200 _pounds on ~itliei side 
of -the baseline 16,800-pound value configuration data 
were developed by varying the airplane a basic ·component 
geometry as outlined in figures 3 l-11 and 3. 1-12 

(S) loading was held constant _at 60_psf and a family 
.. wing loading washeld in which the wingtall 

for all surfaces was held constant as. 
shown, and surfaces were scaled. according_ co theground 
rules In addition to ·these basic ground rules and ,· information on basic wing and tail. dimensional 

:. constants and key ratios are also shown In the diagram of. 
t figure 3. 1-11 All dimensional relationships used- in the 
,. 

. development of the data are referenced -to. th.e· quartar-.chord 

:-· point of the- wing mean-aerodynamic chord . . 

·f~
1 

(U) The scaling process utilized for the fuselage involved 
.!r.." basically variation in length since the engine size was 

· fixed and '401B constituted a minimum .attainable ·fuselage-~ cross section In figure 3. 1-12\ the basic elements of 
:{!'· the fuselage are outlined and the key constants and vari•~-
,-:; ables are shown Crewstation and equipment compartments
t~ remained fixed in size as· did the engine accessories ~-'l~. and landing gear. Inlet location was held at a constant 
:i: distance .from the nose to retain the same geometric re 

I 
f. lationship between the nose, _canopy, inlet, and nose gear. 

The basic fuselage variation then consisted of a lqth·. 
change in t:he center fuselage., which adjusted fuel tank· 
volume and air inlet duct length. As shown in. Figure 

•· 
3. 1-12 the variations were referenced to the quarter-chord· 
position of t;he wing mean-aerodynamic-chord Thenose ·wast... lengthened and the engine was moved aft to provide appro.•I priete ·balance characterictics with the total linear 
increase sized to be proportional to the square root of 
the gross-weight ratio In addition .the portion of the 
wing:-root· ·that blends· into the_ fuselage was increased inf f•. 

i'.! 
..,_ 

widthin order- to maintain ·a conatant ·percent: of wing span. 
for this boundary. This relationship provided· a. change in 
wing root fuel€tank volume, which balances that added in 

6 the fuselage fuel-tank length,_ increase and,. thereby main-
tains the appropriate full-up balance· characteristics .•f 
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